PUBLIC AUCTION

Auction Date:
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 12, 2023 @ 11:00 a.m. PST
10260 BUBB RD. CUPERTINO, CA & VACAVILLE, CA

BIOPHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORY/R&D EQUIPMENT & INSTRUMENTS

Preview: Morning of the Sale
From 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
“On-line bidding thru bidspotter.com”.

Millrock Technology RD85
Freeze Dryer w/ PC/PLC
Control System, 12” x 24” Shelves

MEDICAL EXTRUDERS/BALL MILLS/LAB

Randcastle RCP-0375 3/8” Single Screw Extruder w/ Randcastle Controls

West Coast Inc. Type NPW-500 Vial Capping Machine w/ Controls

Getinge mdl. 2498 3-Glove Transfer Isolator w/ Sanitizing Agent Ports, Digital Pressure Isolator

2006 Getinge / La Calhene mdl. S2HP-30097 Work Station Isolator Booth w/ (2) Half-Suits, (2)Gloves, (3) Isolated Loading Chambers
TABLET PRESSES/COATERS/LAB

Stokes mdl. 512-1 Tablet Machine

Caleva "Mini Coater / Dryer 2"
Small Batch Tablet Pellet Coater / Mini Coater Dryer

WAB (Willy A Bachofer) "Dyno-Mill Multi Lab" Ball Mill w/ Digital Controls with Peristaltic Pump

Brabender Prep-Center Type 08-13-000 Extruder w/ R.E.O.-6/2 Measuring Head

Cozzoli Vial Washing Machine w/ Allen Bradley PanelView 600 PLC Controls

Mettler Toledo Digital Balance Scales

Featuring:

- Millrock Technology RD85 Freeze Dryer w/ PC/PLC Control System, 12” x 24” Shelves, Computer.
- Beckman Coulter A23616 / Life Science DU730 UV/VIS Spectrophotometer s/n 1162836.
- (4) Varian and VanKel Dissolution Sampling Systems w/ VK8000 System Monitor, VK7000 Dissolution Apparatus, VK750D Heater/Circulator and VK810 Peristaltic Pump.
- (2) Hanson Virtual Instruments "Media-Mate Plus" Dissolution Media Prep Systems.
- Eppendorf mdl. 5415R Refrigerated Centrifuge s/n 0023553.
- BioLogics mdl. 3000 Ultrasonic Homogenizer s/n 115-4027.
- Brabender Prep-Center Type 08-13-000 Extruder s/n 765-ABB w/ R.E.O.-6/2 Measuring Head (Tests Processing Properties of Bio-Based Plastics).
- WAB (Willy A Bachofer) “Dyno-Mill Multi Lab” Ball Mill s/n 111075 w/ Digital Controls, Coulable Grinding Container.
- 2006 Getinge / La Calhene mdl. S2HP-30097 Work Station Isolator Booth s/n 2490 w/ (2) Half-Suits, (2) Gloves, (2) Isolation Ports and Access.
- Getinge mdl. 2498 3-Glove Transfer Isolator w/ Sanitizing Agent Ports, Digital Pressure Isolator, Rolling Stainless Steel Base.
- Bake Co & SterilGARD III Advance mdl. SG603 Flow Hood.
- Labconco mdl. 36212/36213 Delta Series "Purifier Class" Biosafety Cabinet.
- Flow Sciences mdl. F2015BDVA 3’ Base Table-Top Flow Hood.
- Buchi Type B290 Mini Spray Dryer w/ Stainless Steel Table and Enclosure.
- Roche Three Glove “Single Pass” Flow Hood.
- ESA “Coulombic III” Electrochemical Detector s/n CC-6812.
- ESA mdl. 584 HPLC Pump / Shimadzu DGU-20A5 Coulouchem HPLC.
- ESA mdl. 542 / Spark mdl. 830 HPLC Auto Sampler.
- Retsch ZM100 Ultra Centrifugal Mill s/n 60910007.
- ESA mdl. 542 HPLC Auto Sampler.
- Organon Teknika “Coag-A-Mate XM” Photo Optical Clot Detection System.
- Thermo Nicolet “Nexus 470 FT-IR ESP” FT-IR Spectrometer.
- Molecular Devices“SPECTRAmax M2” Multi-Mode Microplate Plate Reader s/n D05153.
- Mattson-Garvin mdl. P-320 Air Digital Air Sampler s/n 4397.
- Killion Patch Machine (IE Nicotine Patches) s/n 18452 w/ Controls, Corotec Narrow Web 7 (Corona Treatment System, Rollers, Laminator, Payout, Payout Roller, (2) Advantage Temperature Controllers.
- West Coast Inc. Type NPW-500 Vial Capping Machine s/n 1007 w/ Controls, Cap Feeder, In-Feed and Payout Tables, Motor Speed Controller.
- Cozzoli Vial Washing Machine w/ Allen Bradley PanelView 600 PLC Controls, Vial Racks.
- DCI Stopper Washing Machine w/ ABB Commander 1900 Controls, Digital Settings, Chart Recorder.
- Schmidt ServoPress 415 1kN CNC Press s/n 0-006-98 w/ Schmidt Press Control 4000 CNC Controls, mdl.
- 415-480175 Press Unit, 1kN @ 100%ED, 3.5kN Max, 200mm Stroke.
- Instron mdl. 3343 – System # 3343Q9374 Tensile Tester w/ 1kN Standard Height – Standard Width Cap,Bluehill 2 Software Package, Access.
- Zumbach USYS 10 Laser Measuring System s/n 0192-0001 w/ USYS 10C Control System, ODAC18XY Laser Measuring Head, 18x18mm (.71” x .71”) Measuring Field, 0.12um (0.0000047”) Repeatability.
- Tinus Olson MP600M Extrusion Plastometer s/n 210493.
- Randcastle RCP-0375-3/8" Single Screw Extruder w/ Randcastle Controls.
- Randcastle 2010 Extruder w/ Randcastle Controls.
- Randcastle RCP-0375-CAB & Microtruder Extrusion Systems/n J3431 w/ Randcastle Controls, Cone Drive, 3/4 Hp Motor.
Schmidt ServoPress 415 1kN CNC Press w/ Schmidt 4000 CNC Controls
Buchi Type B290 Mini Spray Dryer w/ Stainless Table and Enclosure
Varion CP-3800/3380 Gas Chromatograph

Nicolet “Nic-Plan” Infrared Microscope w/ Access
Tinus Olson MP600M Extrusion Plastometer
Killion Patch Machine (IE Nicotine Patches) w/ Controls, Corotec Narrow Web 7& Corona Treatment System

Beckman Coulter A23616 / Life Science DU730 UV/ VIS Spectrophotometer
Teledyne Isco D-Series Syringe Pump
Baker Co & SterilGARD III Advance, mdl. SG603 Flow Hood

Thermo Nicolet “Nexus 470 TF-IR ESP” FT-IR Spectrometer
ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEHIND THE BIDDERS CARD SUPPLIED WILL APPLY TO ALL AUCTION SALE ITEMS AND FOR ALL PRIVATE NEGOTIATIONS. BY PARTICIPATING AND BIDDING AT AUCTION YOU ARE LEGALLY BINDING A CONTRACT WITH THE AUCTION COMPANY.

ALL INVOICES MUST BE PAID WITHIN 24 HOURS FROM AUCTION DATE. IT IS PROHIBITED TO BID ON ANY ITEM THAT CANNOT BE PAID IN FULL WITHIN 24 HOURS FROM AUCTION DATE. PAYMENTS MUST BE CASHIERS CHECK, WIRE TRANSFER, OR LETTER OF GUARANTEE FROM BANK.

ALL ITEMS MUST BE REMOVED BY SEPTEMBER 26, 2023 3:00 PM (PST)

NO LOADING OR PICK UP ON SATURDAY AND SUNDAY.

NO LOADING BY AUCTIONEER OR SELLER.

BUYERS PREMIUM 18% FOR ALL ONLINE BIDDING ON BIDSPOTTER.COM.

AUCTIONEER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR MIS IDENTIFICATION OF ANY EQUIPMENT OR ASSETS BEING SOLD AT AUCTION EITHER BY VERBAL OR WRITTEN. IT IS THE BUYER’S RESPONSIBILITY TO INSPECT THE GOODS AND ASCERTAIN IF THE SPECIFICATIONS, DESCRIPTIONS AND CONDITION OF THE GOODS CONFORM TO THE BUYER’S REQUIREMENT INCLUDING SERIAL NUMBERS.

BUYER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE EQUIPMENT OR ITEMS PURCHASED ONCE MAY HAVE CONTAINED, EXPOSED TO, AND OR UTILIZED HAZARDOUS MATERIAL. THERE MAY BE SURFACES ON ITEMS WHERE DECONTAMINATION CANNOT BE VALIDATED: AS SUCH, THE BUYER OR BIDDER ACKNOWLEDGING THAT THEY ARE ACCEPTING THIS EQUIPMENT OR ITEMS IN AN “AS IS” CONDITION.

BUYER AND THEIR ASSOCIATES WILL HOLD AUCTIONEER AND “THE SELLER” HARMLESS AGAINST ANY AND ALL CLAIMS AND ACTIONS ARISING OUT OF THE PARTICIPATION OF THE INDEMNITEE IN THE ACTIVITY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, EXPENSES, JUDGEMENTS, FINES, SETTLEMENTS AND OTHER AMOUNTS INCURRED IN CONNECTION WITH ANY LIABILITY, SUIT, ACTION, LOSS, OR DAMAGE ARISING OR RESULTING FROM THE INDEMNITEE’S PARTICIPATION IN THE AUCTION. ALL BIDDERS MUST ONLY USE APPROVED MACHINERY MOVERS BY SELLER WITH LIABILITY INSURANCE OF $2,000,000 OR HIGHER. NO ITEMS SHALL BE REMOVED UNLESS PAID IN FULL AND ALL ITEMS SHALL BE REMOVED IN THE TIME ALLOCATED BY THE AUCTIONEER.

ALL SALES ARE FINAL, AND ALL ITEMS ARE SOLD AS IS WHERE IS, WITH ALL FAULTS AND DEFECTS. THERE ARE NO GUARANTEE OR WARRANTY TO ANY ITEMS SOLD (RE: MAKE, MODEL, YEAR, HOURS, MILES, OR MERCHANTABILITY BY AUCTIONEER OR SELLER). BUYERS RESPONSIBILITY TO INSURE PROPER USE FOR SAFETY.

BUYER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE GOODS ARE PRE-OWNED AND GOODS WERE NEITHER DESIGNED NOR MANUFACTURED BY SELLER. SELLER HAS NO KNOWLEDGE OF OR CONTROL OVER THE PRIOR USE OR MISUSE OF THE GOODS OR ANY MODIFICATIONS TO THE GOODS FOLLOWING ORIGINAL MANUFACTURE. NEITHER DOES SELLER HAVE KNOWLEDGE OR CONTROL OVER THE APPLICATION OF THE GOODS BY BUYER. IT IS THE BUYER’S SOLE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROVIDE PROPER SAFETY DEVICES, EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR ANY PARTICULAR USE OR TAKE NECESSARY STEPS TO CONFORM THE GOODS AND OPERATION THEREOF TO ALL FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT SAFETY STANDARDS AND LAWS INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT OF “OSHA”. ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE BY THE AUCTIONEER ON THE DAY OF THE AUCTION TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER ANY PREVIOUS PRINTED MATERIAL PERTAINING TO THIS AUCTION. AUCTIONEER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REMOVE OR ADD TO ANY AUCTION ITEMS ON THE LIST UNTIL AUCTION TIME.